Perhaps of all cultivated plants the date palm is the most mechanical or geometrical in its external structure. The cylindrical, columnar trunk has the overlapping leaf bases, like inverted tiles, arranged in broad right or left spirals. The rachis, or rib, is long, smooth, and rodlike, and its expansion toward the base is along symmetrically molded surfaces.
The leaflets, or pinnae, are in symmetrical ranks from either side of the rib, and each individual has its polished sword-shaped blade folded lengthwise with the precision of machine work. In the unopened leaf the pinnae are placed with the compactness of the ribs of a fan, and in expanding each assumes within certain limits a definite angle with the rachis peculiar to its class.
Having such features to deal with, the writer feels that no further explanation is needed for the very mechanical way in which the subject of date-tree characters is treated.
It is the only method by which the subject can be approached. In figure 5 , B, the right-hand side of a section cut well toward the top of the leaf shows a triple group below and a quadruple group above. It should be noted that the antrorse and retrorse pinnae are not placed as obliquely as in those near the base of the blade.
In figure 5 , C, the left-hand side of a section in about the middle of the blade shows a group of five pinnae (a, i, i, i, r These instruments are graduated to read to 0.001 of an inch or to 0.01 of a millimeter and should have the improved locking device and safety ratchet for regulating the pressure. 1 (Fig. 6. to read any angle that has been taken, read first on the hinge circle to the last full 5-degree mark inside of the angle, then add to this the decrees or half degrees to the coinciding line on the vernier. In figure 7 the rule is opened to an angle of 12}% 10 degrees being read on the hinge circle and 2} degrees on the vernier. has the spine area shorter than any of the true Deglet Noor On the writer's visit to the Birket el Hagg district in September, 1913, he found that the people knew of no date named "Birket el Haggi," but that they had thousands of "Hayany" trees, the fruit of which was among the earliest to reach the Cairo and Alexandria markets, and so took the locality name, as "Chautauqua grapes" or "Riverside oranges" do in our country. Popenoe, "Date Growing in the Old and New
World," adopts the form "Birket el Hajji," in conformity with classic Arabic pronunciation, though "Birket el Hagg" is the correct transliteration of the name of the pool and village accepted by all Egyptians and is on most of their maps. The retrorse pinnae diverge from the rachis from 25°or 30°through 35°a nd 48°t o a few at 55°or 57°. These angles, combined with their dorsal divergence of 5°t o 10°from the blade plane, give these two rather ragged ranks a very effective position for defense.
The fruit stalks are strong, 1^to 2 inches in diameter and 2 to 4 feet long; the strands are coarse, 12 to 24 inches long; the color a bright orange.
The fruit of this variety, which affords one of the best examples of the dry-date class, is produced in heavy crops, the few trees in bearing showing a tendency to bear in alternate years.
